Artificial Searching Swarm Algorithm (ASSA) is a new optimization algorithm. ASSA simulates the soldiers to search an enemy's important goal, and transforms the process of solving optimization problem into the process of searching optimal goal by searching swarm with set rules. This work selects complicated and highn dimension functions to deeply analyse the performance for unconstrained and constrained optimization problems and the results produced by ASSA, Genetic Algorithm (GA), Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO), Artificial Fish-Swarm Algorithm (AFSA) have been compared. The main factors which influence the performance of ASSA are also discussed. The results demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed ASSA optimization algorithm.
Introduction
Optimal design is always the goal in the engineering design fields. The traditional optimization algorithms often depend on the quality of the objective function, but many objective functions are usually highly non-linear, steep, multi-peak, non-differential or even discontinuous, and have many continual or discrete parameters. Almost all the problems need vast amount of computation. The traditional optimization techniques are incapable to solve these problems.
Most animals and insects show the amazing abilities of completing complex behaviors. Since 1940s, the optimization design problems in the engineering fields have been solved by using the inspiration of the biological systems, and meantime a new type of optimization method -Bionic Intelligent Optimization Algorithm (BIOA) is found. At present, the popular bionic intelligent optimization algorithms are Genetic Algorithm (GA) [1] , Ant Colony Algorithm (ACA) [2] , Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) [3] , Artificial Fish-Swarm Algorithm (AFSA) [4] , and Shuffled Frog Leaping Algorithm (SFLA) [5] . These bionic algorithms have become a research focus in the fields of intelligent optimization.
Simulating a group soldiers to complete the task for searching the enemy's important goals, a new bionic intelligent optimization algorithm-Artificial Searching Swarm Algorithm (ASSA) is presented and simply discussed [6] . In ASSA, the process of solving the optimization problem is transformed into the process of finding the optimal solution for searching swarm with set rules, then through the search and cooperation of searching individuals the optimal solution is expected to find. This work selects complicated and highn dimension functions to deeply analyse the performance for optimizing multivariable functions and the results produced by ASSA, GA, PSO, AFSA have been compared, and the main factors which influence the performance of ASSA are also discussed. Simulation tests showed that ASSA is an efficient optimization algorithm.
Abstract Model of BIOA
Although the characters are different, BIOA manifests the great similarity in the structure, operation model, research method and the research content. It provides the possibility for the establishment of abstract model.
The abstract model of BIOA can be described as follows: the swarm is formed by the individuals, relies on the specific evolution rules to generate the reborn swarm (such as GA) or change the individual position (such as PSO, AFSA), and goes with the iteration of the algorithm, the current solution evolves unceasingly along with the change of the swarm and then approaches the optimal solution gradually [7, 8] .
The process of the algorithms is shown as follows:
1) Set the parameters, initialize the swarm randomly and calculate the fitness values;
2) According to the set rules, renew swarm or its position, generate a group of solutions, and calculate the fitness of individuals;
3) Through comparison, obtain the optimal fitness value and take note; 4) Judge whether or not the terminal condition is satisfied. If satisfy, end the iteration; otherwise, return to 2.
In this abstract model, the rules of renewing swarm decide the algorithm performance. These set rules restrict the individual behaviors, and form the unique characteristics of the algorithm to be different from the other algorithms.
In BIOA the bulletin board is generally used to record the optimal individual's historical states. Through the iteration of the algorithm, each individual compares its own condition with bulletin board's condition, and replaces the information when its value is better. Thus the bulletin board can record the historical best solution all along. After algorithm iteration finished, the optimal solution and the related information can be obtained from the bulletin board.
Artificial Searching Swarm Algorithm

Basic Idea of ASSA
According to the abstract model of BIOA, ASSA uses the swarm composed of searching individuals as the executive to implement the searching task, and transforms the process of solving optimal design problem into the process of implementing relevant task and searching optimal goal of the searching swarm with set rules. Through the uninterrupted search of searching swarm, the better solution evolves unceasingly and approaches the optimal solution gradually, so the corresponding optimization problem is solved.
According to the above ideas, how to set the rules becomes the key problem. The rules of the algorithm are the limitation of the searching individual's behavior, which decide directly the searching swarm's movement mechanism, and affect the efficiency and the success of the algorithm.
The searching individual behaviors can be described as follows:
1) Synergetic move rule: basic communication relation is kept between searching individuals. If an individual receives a call sent by the other individuals, it moves forward to the called individual's position by a step with a certain probability;
2) Reconnaissance move rule: If the individual does not receive the call, it implements reconnaissance according to it's and swarm's historical experience. If finds a better goal, then moves forward to the position by a step;
3) Stochastic move rule: If the searching individual does not receive a call, and does not find a better goal, it moves a step randomly.
If finds a better goal during above moves, sends a call to searching swarm.
Three rules of the ASSA have their own characteristics. Rule 1 can compel the searching swarm moving forward to the better goal, and accelerate the convergence speed of the algorithm; Rule 2 plays a main role in finding the better goals, pulls the algorithm away from the local solution, and has the global adjusting function; Rule 3 plays a supporting role in moving swarm. The above analyses have been confirmed by simulation tests.
The running flow of ASSA is shown as follows: 1) Set the parameters, initialize the swarm randomly and calculate the fitness value;
2) Iteration counter add 1, deal with the individuals in turn as follows: a) If receive a call, then move forward to the called individual by a step with a certain probability; b) Otherwise, according to its own and swarm's historical experience, implement the reconnaissance. If find a better goal, move forward to the better goal by a step; c) Or move by a step randomly. If find the better goal during above moves, send a call to searching swarm.
3) Calculate the fitness value. Compare with the best fitness of swarm and each individual respectively, if better, log on the bulletin board; 4) Determine whether or not to satisfy the conditions of termination, if satisfy, then end the iteration; otherwise, return to 2.
Pseudo-Code Description of the ASSA
For explaining the behavior rule clearly, by using objectoriented technology, a searching individual can be described as a C++ class as follows:
class Artificial_Searching_Individuals { float X[n]; //individual's position. float AS_step; //the distance moved for a step float Pc; //synergetic parameter, the value of probability to implement the synergetic move rule float AS_fitness(); //the object function void AS_synergetic(); //the behavior of synergetic void AS_reconnaissance(); //the behavior of reconnaissance void AS_move(); //the behavior of move Artificial_Searching_Individuals(); virtual~Artificial_Searching_Individuals(); }; Suppose r 1 , r 2 , r 3 are three random real numbers, 1 2 3 , the individual's position is X i in i-th iteration, the historical best solution of the individual is X s , the historical best solution of the swarm is X g , the location of the called individual which find the better goal is X call , the distance function is 0 r , r , r 1    , and the absolute value function is  , then the three behaviors can be described as follows:
void AS_synergetic() { 
Simulation and Performance Analysis
Simulation Functions
F 1 has a global maximum 1 at point [0, 0], and a lot of local maximums distributed around it. The usual algorithms are easy to fall into local maximums or vibrate between the local minimum and maximum. It is often chosen to verify the validity of the algorithm.
F 2 is the general Rosenbrock function. It has the global minimum value 0 at the points [1, 1, ···, 1]. As the global optimum is inside a long, narrow, parabolic shaped flat valley, it is difficult for global optimization, and often be used to detect the searching ability of algorithm. 9 is a constrained optimization problem; it subjects to some constrained conditions. It has the minimum value −6961.81388 at point (14.095, 0.84296).
F 10 is a constrained optimization problem. It has the minimum value 13.59084 at point (2.2468, 2.3818).
Performance Analysis and Comparison
ASSA is used to solve function F 1 . The size of the searching swarm is 10, searching step is 0.3, Pc is 0.006, and the number of iterations is 100. Figure 1 shows the initial distribution of searching swarm, the searching individuals distribute randomly in the region.
After 20 iterations, the distribution of swarm is shown in Figure 2 . Some individuals have searched near the global optimum position.
After 50 iterations, the swarm distribution is shown in Figure 3 . More individuals have searched near the global optimal solution.
As Figure 4 shown, after 100 iterations, most of the individuals have searched near the optimal solution, and the value of the best individual is getting closer and closer to the optimal value, that concretely shows the effecttiveness of the algorithm. In order to describe the process of the searching swarm hunting for the optimal solution concretely, Figure 5 shows the change track of the best individual's fitness value intercepted from the 34th to 100th iteration. ASSA shows a powerful searching ability, and goes forward to the optimal solution all along. The value of the best individual is more and more approaching to the optimal value that reflects a better searching ability and searching efficiency of the ASSA.
ASSA and GA are used respectively to solve function F 2 . Select n is 3, the swarm size is 10, searching step is 0.2, Pc is 0.002, and the iteration is 100. The GA uses binary code, the crossover probability is 0.6, mutation probability is 0.001, and the length of binary code is 30. The test results are shown in Figure 6 . In the early running time, because of the restriction of the searching step, the ASSA is slower than the GA, but ASSA exceeds the GA and gets the better optimization results finally.
In order to compare the performance of ASSA and PSO, function F 4 is selected to do simulation experiment. The swarm size is 10, Pc is 0.02, iteration is 100, searching step of ASSA is 0.6, the inertia weight of PSO is descending, experiments are 100 times, and the results are shown in Figure 7 . ASSA has better performance than PSO besides several running cases.
AFSA is a new intelligent optimization algorithm based on the simulation of the fish behaviors. Function F 3 is selected to do simulative experiment with ASSA and AFSA respectively. The Swarm size is 100, Pc is 0.006, iteration is 100, searching step of ASSA and AFSA are 0.6, the fish vision of AFSA is 15, and experiments are 100 times. The results are shown as Figure 8 . ASSA has better holistic performance than AFSA.
For testing the searching ability of ASSA in high dimension space function F 5 , F 6 , F 7 and F 8 are selected to do experiment respectively. The dimension is 20, swarm size is 30, the number of iteration is 50, experiments are 50 times, searching step of F 5 is 9, searching step of F 6 is 150, searching step of F 7 is 5.5 searching step of F 8 is 40, Pc is 0.006, and the results are shown as Table 1 .
The change track of the best individual's fitness value of F 5 , F 6 are shown as Figures 9 and 10 respectively.
From the results ASSA has the better performance in high dimension optimization, but does not behaves outstanding ability in running time. Having more move rules may be the main reason.
Experiments for Solving Constrained Optimization Problems
For solving the constraint optimization problem, Penalty Function Method (PFM) is a useful method. Penalty function method converts the object function into the penalty function which included the constrained information, and the process of solving constraint optimization problem is transformed to the process of continuously solving unrestraint optimization problem. Penalty function method has the penalty factor sequence which makes difficulty to program. The penalty factor (has fixed value) usually be used for simple.
About function F 9 , with PFM, select swarm size is 100, the number of iteration is 500, searching step = 0.6, experiment times = 10, and the penalty factor = 10 8 . The results are shown as Table 2 .
About function F 10 , with PFM, select swarm size is 200, the number of iteration is 500, searching step = 0.2, experiment times = 10, and the penalty factor = 10 8 . The results are shown as Table 3 .
From simulative results ASSA is an effective algorithm for solving constrained optimization problems.
Parameter Analysis and Comparison
According to the synergetic move rule, the value of synergetic parameter is a key factor that restrains local convergence and influences the performance of ASSA.
For verifying the analysis above, function F 1 is selected to do the simulation tests. The swarm size is 10, searching step is 0.3, the number of iteration is 100, and the results are shown as Figure 11 .
From the results selecting the value of synergetic parameter properly can enhance the performance of ASSA. The value of the probability is suggested between 0.001 -0.1.
Searching step is one of the main factors which affect the performance of ASSA. Select function F 3 , the population size is 100, Pc is 0.006, the half length of the searching area as the initial vale of the searching step, which gradually decreases as the algorithm running. The results are shown as Figure 12 .
From the results, the larger searching step the swarm move faster in the early running of the algorithm, but the algorithm losses the continual searching capability in the latter running time; if searching step is smaller, the moving of the swarm is slower, although it can continue searching in the latter running time, it can't get better results for constraints of the iterative number. According to the simulation results, the more satisfactory results of searching step are between 15% -30% length of the searching area. 
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